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A NOTE ON THE SKIN FRICTION OF A FLAT
     PLATE TO OSEEN'S APPROXIMATION
                          BY
                     S. TeMOTIKA
                  (Received August J, l952)

                                SUMMARY .
     A second approximation for the skin friction at small Reynolds numbers of a fiat tiiate

     placed edgeways aiong a steady unlfprm stream was first obtained by Piercy and Winny .
     as early as 1933, by pursuing Bairsitow, Cave, and Lang's general aqalysis based upon
     Oseen's equations of motion. Their analysis is now extended to a third a'pproximation
     and an expansion forrnula correct to the fourth power ef the Reynolds number is derived
     for the skin friction 6f the flat plate. The formula is found to be in perfect agreernent

     with that obtained recentiy by Aoi and the present writer by developing quite a different
     analysis on the basis of Oseen's equations of motion.

1. Introduction

   The skin friction at small Reynolds •nurnbers of a flat plate placed edgeways along
a steady uniforrn .stream has been calculated by some writers. In 1933 Piercy and
Winny (1), pursuing Bairstow, Cave, and Lang's analysis (2) based upon Os'een's equa-
tiens of mot2on, obtained a second apProximation (to the order of R2) for the skin
friction coeMcient of a fiat plate, where R is the Reynolds number defined in terms
of the uniform-stream velocity U and th'e length, d, of the plate as R = Ud!y. In
1941 Davies (3), pursuing Lewis's work (4), also calculated a similar second approxi-
mation for the skin fr!ction of the plate, on the bas!s of the extended Oseen's equa-
tions of motion due orig!nally to Southwel! and Squire (5). Recently, Sidrak (6) has
made a study, on the basis of Oseen's equatig. ns, on the steady fiow of an incom-
pressible 'viscous fiuid past an elliptic cylinder whose major-axis is parallel to a uniform

stream, and has calculated a second approximation for the drag coethcient of such
an elliPtlc cylinder. Further, he has derived, as its limiting case, an expansion formula

'slmilar to those given by Piercy and WiRny, and by Davies fer the skin friction
                                   'coethcient of •the flat plate. ' • '
   No complete agreement can be found among these three expansion formulae, hew-
ever;' they d!ffer slightly froni each other. Thus, if we denote the skin friction
coeMcient of the fiat plate by •CD, the three formulae tak'e the following forms: '

   Piercy and Winny :

          OD -- Ra4+T s,)[i - i +i s, (l, s,2 + ;s, -- o.2os3) ((?)2] ;

   Davies: •s -
           eb == R(14+7r s,)[1 - 1 +1 b., (g s,2 + s, - o.2os3) (-Rs)2] ;
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   Sidrak :

          ap = Ra4+7' s,)P - i +i s, (l, s,2 + -4i s, t o.33c,4) (fi)"] ,

where we have put for conveniencet

                           s, ='-r- logmi6R,

                                 tttt t tt t
7 == O.5772i-••••• being Euler's constant.

   Davie$ attr2butes the discrepancy between his own formula and Piercy and Winny's
to the difference of Southwel! and Squire's equations of motion, upon which h2s ana!ysis
is based, f;om those of Oseen. But, it is seen without dithcu!ty that in a specia! case
of the flat plate edgeways along the uniform stream, Sodthwell and Squire's equations
are q' glte equivalent to Oseen's equat!ons, and therefore'it May be expected that the

discrepaRcy between their formulae might be due to incompleteness of, or some errers

in, either or both of.their analyses. .,
   Quite recently, Yosinobu and the present writer(7) have examined carefully
Davies's analysis and it has been found that an expansien formuia in perfect agree-
ment with Piercy and Winny's can be derived for the skin frictlon coeMcient of the
flat plate by pursuing Davies's original work, !f, in place of Cekn(e) and Sekn(e) used
by h2mselC we use Fekn(S) and Gekn(8) for solutions of the modified Mathieu equation,
which are,expressed in more rapidiy convergent series in products of the modified
Bessel functions.
  . Further, a very careful examination on Sidrak's wofk has also been made bY YQsi-
'nobu and the present writer (8) and it has been found that Sidrak maK'es several grave

,errors in the course of his ana!ysis so that his results cannot be relied oge. Developing

correct analysis along the lines oÅí Sidrak's work, we have shown that an expansion
.formula in complete agreement with P!ercy and Winny's is again obtaiped.
   On the other hand, Ao2 and the present writer (9) have recently made, indepen-
,dentiy of Sidrak's work, a detailed study on the slow motion of a viscous liquid past
,an .elliptic cylinder on the basis of Oseen's equations, and have obtained a general
expression as well as an expansion formuia correctto the fourth power of the Reynolds
number for.the drag of the elliptic cylinder. A third approximation for the.skin
friction coethcient of a fiat plate has also been obtained. as a iimiting case of the
expansion formula for the drag of the e!liptic cyllnder, and thtts it has been found
that up to the second approximation, our formula is in compiete agreement w!th
Piercy and Winny's.
   Such a third approximatlon for the skin friction coeMclent of the flat plate might
have been alternativeiy obtalned by extending Piercy and Winny's ana!ysis, and this
enquiry is the subject of the present note.,

2. First axxd second approximations for the skin friction of the flat plate

   Although both the first and second approximatlons for the skin friction of the fiat
plate have been obtained by Piercy and Winny (1), pursuing Bairstow, Cave, and Lang's
general analysis, we shall first recapitulate their analysis for the sake of reference.

   t This Si is equivalent to S in Sidrak's analysis. St:ictiy speaking, the figure O.2083 should

be replaced by 5/24.
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  We assume that the motion is two-dlmensional and that a fiat plate is placed
edgeways along a steady uniform stream of velocity U of infinlte extent. For con-
venience the length d of the plate is given the value 2, and ratio of U to v, the kinematic

coethcient of viscosity of the fiuid, is denoted by 2k'. Then, the Reynolds number,
R,•as defined ln terms of U and the !ength d(=:2) of the plate, becomes

                             R== Udly==4k. •'- -- '(2.1)
  .Taking the origin at the nose of the plate and the x-axis along the p!ate in the
downstream direction of the unifonm stream, let us denote by E qnd M[ two poinbs
which may occupy any positions on the plate and write 8E, 6}r for k'xE, k'x"f respec-
tively, and put e"i - 8E =:w.
  The equation obtained by Bairstow, Cave, and Lang (2, eqttation E (13)) for the
                                                     tdistribution ZE of doublets along the plate appropriate to the problem is

                  2k           '-r2U =f(ew.ir,(w) '- -5zSla, [evak',(io) :i- liiog2v2])x'(e.)dg., (2.2)

                o ••where X'(eE) == OXEIa6E and Ko is the modified Bessel funption. These double#s satisfy
the equation of viscous rnotion to Oseen's approximation, i.e.

                           .viil,• == Uv2(Olk/Ox) ,

and, Z'E as obtained from (2.2) satisfies the boundary conditions at the surface of the
plate.

  A so!ution for ZE gives immediately the skin friction D of unit span of the plate
by the relatioA (2, forraula F (8)):

                                    XE==2
                            D-- 4paf dX., . , (2. 3)
                                    r.Eme
where pt :py is the coeMcient of viscosity of the fluid.

.First aPProximation

  With the origin changed to midway along the plate, equation (2. 2) may be written as :

                      k               7rU =: lf,(eto [Ko(2u) - sllr,-Tro(w)] - f,) Z'( gE) el}E . (2. 4)

Assuming w small and expanding the kernel, we find, retaining only first terms oÅí
the expansions,

                          k                   .U -- f(1 -r- log -g)X'(8.)ag. ,' -(2. 9)

                        -k
where r == O.57721••• is Euler's constant.

  To solve this integral equation we assume

                         Z'(8.) == iCL/i/(k2-}.2). (2. 6)
Then, on perforrning integration we find
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                             U-- A(1 + S,),

where,,w. e have put for brevity

                                                 '                                                      tt                                  '                    '                   Si =•- 7 - log {;k htr- '- r - iog {l6i •B••

He,n'ce (2.6) is a solution of (2.5) if

                             A ==- Ul(l + S,).

                              .t                                                        '                      .t        ttt   In this case the distribution XE of doublets. qlong the plate is given by

                x. =JgEx,(e.)de,. == 1 +Us, (e.- + sm-ix.) ,

                     -k
and the expression for the skin friction D df the plate beconies

                              tt                   tt  '            '             '                    D = 4pa(Z, - Xin,) --4parrUl(1 + S,).

                                             '          '   .t                                         '   If, as usual, we define the skin friction coethcient CD by

                                             tt                            tt                             a. == P/(pU2d),
we obtain

      ,.,,., •// •ep-2Zi -uZ-i ='R(i4"+ s,)' '

This is the first approximation'  for the skin friction ceeMcient of the fiat

Second mpProximation

(2. "O

(2. 8)

(2. 9)

(2. 10)

(2. il)

(2. 12>

plate.

  Next, expanding the kerne! of (2.4) as hefore, but retaining squares of small quantities,

the integral equation for determining the distribution ZE of doublets becomes

    7ru -- fk(- (r + iog 212v)(i + Sw + iw2) + (i + kv + f, tv2)) x'(&•;)des .

          -k     •• . (2. 13)It is now assumed for the form of the so!ution that

                        zt(e},,.) == A i-i.-/({l,6'tl':+s.[l.l)eE2. (2. i4)

After substltution and reduction, we first obtain, by equating the coeMcients of 6M.

           (i-;Si)A =' (1 + (EiltT - -i si)k2)B-(i tt is,) k•2a, (2. Is)

and next, by equating those of g}t2,

                (Ii71r, -Ssi)A -- 21B+ (i --- (g-is,)k2)a (2. ie,)

Solving B and C from these two equations we find '
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                          iB2i -T. 4i rii p'i .+ 'O(k2)' , •(2. 'i7)

                          'gA = fi -GisT, + o(k2)• . .i•• .

9ontfi2eoOrtdheerr ohfa.nk,g; On equating constant terms and taking account of (2. i7), we have,

                                   tt                       .U- -i"+. S, + g(-,3 Å}. g,S,)k2. (2. is)

                                      t.t                     '                                   '                       ttt  These values of A, B, C tnake (2. 14) to satisfy the integral equation (2. 13) to the

fOor udenrd OtfokS"eagnidvetnO btyhe SaMe Order the d!stribgtion ZE of doublets along the plate is

 ZJg'.k'kL- A(iii + sin-i(b'E) - BL'i/(1 - xE2) + 21 ak-" (ltl + sinMixE ---- xEi/(1 - xrc2)) •

                                                                   (2. 19)
  The skin friction D of the plate 'now 'becomes

                   D -- 4pa(Z, - Z-,) =: 4paT(A 4 il ak2), '(2. 2o)

                     '                                        •1            tt/and calculating the skin fr!ction CoeM6ient CD as in the preceding case of the first

approximation, we get finally

                      oDi,ti.S'(11'(I,.Sig),gl),, (22i)

Thl8.r,e,S,".ltti.'StdhU,e.O.rdi,g,i".a;ikY.,(tO,.,,tlltgieif.)Y,atnhg.Wtgn.n,Yi.,..i..ayaisobewritteninthe

form:
            ap == .(,`.T .,) (i - , .i ., (Ssi2 + Ss,. - S,) ({i)21•, <2. 22)

                                                  '                                   'which has been queted by Sidrak (6) as Piercy and Winny's second approximate formula.
  If, in place of Si, we use S such that

                     S =l+ Si == 1- r•- log i-i6 R, (2. 23)

the two formu!ae (2. 12) and (2.22) become respectively

                                                       '                                     4T                                ap--Rwws, (2.24)

                    e.iÅí',(i-k(s2-s-g,)as .. (?.2s)
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3. A third approximation for the skin friction of the flat plate

  !n order to extend the preceding ana!ysis to a third approximation, we rnust retain
terms up to the order of w" in the expansion of the kernel in (2.4). Then, the integral
equation for determining the distribution XE of doublets a!ong the plate becomes

                k         7ru =J(- (r + ioggzv)(i +:2v + iw2 + Iilg w3 + ig2zv`S)

             -k
                                         ij.
                 + (1 +i,, + g, .2 + ig72 .3 + lgtso .b) xt(&,)de,,. . (3. 1)

For the fotm of the solution we assume

xt(eE) -m A+ Be. + a8.2 + Dg.

After substitution aRd reduction, we

1/(k2 im

find,

4i.2)

correct.

3 + liJ8E"

        •

to the order of k.g , that

(3. 2)

on equating constant terms,

U== (1 + S, (+
iki + g s,)k 2 + (,ggg,    7

     Si+  512 •
)k-t) A

'--

 (iSik-" +  15(ott)"i2g S,) k4) B

"((i

+(tgt

g+
s,)k2 +(ilts   3+-  3"g

,3e,Si)k'D " ({il,7

S,) k") 0

+ -3s s,) kw ;
(3. 3)

on equating the coeMc!ents of gM,

-(  11(4 in :, ) 1

s     l5+(      +-   384        32

+(i+(k, i

- ((XSi)

+ (Sk2 +(c?4

Si)kL'

  ,,)k2 - (,gg,

kL,  + (1:s - i25s

- iiil, Si) ki)D -

4}

 + ISsSi)k4)B

Si)ki) o

(il,lii - iilll, si)kve -- o ;
(3. 4)

on equating the coethcients Of g"M2,
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            - ((61,T - isi) +(,Z2, - (i,k`, s])k2) -A

            + (-4! + ({llitZ4 - l.ill}2 si)k4)B

            + (S - (2s -gsi)k2 - (go r 22sie, s,)k4)a

               g (2is7e, ii25ss,)k4)D•            + (N k2 + . ww

            + (ik2 - (iiltSi;7s - gltr s,)k4)E= o;

onequatingthecoeraC!etS(wwsoO..tfge,ii'13
1-sgs,)A

               + (ft + (s273c?o - {ft/, Si)k2)B

                             ))               + (I2t - (1819s2 - {litl, s, k2 o

               + (g + tSttk2 + (3is347o - Eiliti{is s,)k`)D

             ' + (St k2 - (iitik;s - lgs s,) k4)E == o;

and finally on equating the coeMcients of eM`,

            - (iiggo - iiii,S2.Si)A + Eiig,i}B

            + (k - (,2.'g2,.-' -,Z,si)k2)a

            +(k.4+t5s4k2)D

            + (-4i + {i:t,k2 - (i3s43g,o - ht2s,)k4)E=: o

  So!ving the four equations (3. 4), (3.s), (3. 6), and (3. 7) we obtal'n

;7

)5

)6

)7

.
3(

.
3(

.
3(
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           B
           A

           a
           A

           D
           A

           E
           -AM-

Substituting these

      g .. 1+
      A

  These values of
the order of le`, and
is obtained as :

i - gSi - (,& + gb"i + iil,lg, Siev2) k2 +.o(kt) ,

 2ww74 h 1- si + (ilZSo - ii23s' si -, -;e, s,2•)k2 + o(k`t) ,

 il,iii - gsi +,o(k?) ,

 443 5 576o M gwwe, Si + O(k2) .

va!ues in (3. 3), we obtain, after some reductions,
         '               '       tt                    tttt                           's, +g(2' + g,s,)k2 + (l, l,(f9i2 + 3g,i s, th 2s,2-

 A, B, C, D, E mak'e (3.2) to satisfy the integral
  to the same order the distribution•ZE of doublets

S13)k4.

(3. 8)

(3. 9)

equation (3. 1) to

 along the plate

      z,, x A(i7ir- + $itrix.) - Bki/(i - a;rf)

           + gak2 (g + sin-zth•, - x,tl/a - x,,2))

           - -31 Dk'j (2i/(1 - xE2) + xi",21/(1 - `r.E2))

           + i!rk` (llili/lt -i- :sin-ix,". - gx..i/(i - x.2) - im•,,%/(i -x,,2)lf . (3. io)

  The skin friction coeMcient Cp of the plate now becomes

                       . X( SZ".Zi                     a ==- 1+--k-+--k--L), (3. 11)

and !f we substltute the values of C!A, EIA and U/A as given by (3.8) and (3.9),
we ultimately obtain a third approximation for CD in the form:

  oD - R(i4+'r s,) (i - i +i s, (s,2 + s, - 9t) tt"s

                  - ,, .i ,,,, (s,`t + li/g s,3 + 3,8,i s,2 + g,2g ., - 2,Sg) ec) .

                                                               (3. I2)'

If, as before, use is made of S(x 1+ Si) in place of Ss, the formula may be put in
the form:
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             a. -= y, (i - g,(s2 -s- 7,) ,gZ

                          - ti..(s4 + Eiltrsg - i.iX4?s2 - g63,gs- i2454)igg.N). (3. i3)

This is in complete agreement with the formula obtained recently by Aoi and the
present writer (9) by developing quite a different analysis.
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